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Variation detection based on Illumina sequencing 

In this part, drill on variation is included. Variation detection based on Illumina sequencing result 

basically contains several steps: 1) filter the raw data; 2) map the filtered data to the reference 

genome; 3) summarize the mapping result; 4) variation detection. These processes will be 

introduced separately in the following sections. All the data used here were simulated Illumina 

sequencing result from a designed reference genome with many know single nucleotide 

polymorphisms. Raw data are in the directory of “/home/variation_detection/00.RawData”. And 

for convenience, all the command lines were included in shell scripts in respective directories. 

 

Raw data filtering 

The raw data from the sequencer should first be filtered in order to get clean data. For Illumina 

sequencing platforms (or other platforms), there are several possible kinds of reads which should 

be filtered, including a) reads which were duplicated in the PCR process, b) reads which were 

with low quality. As those reads would affect the variation detection, we need to filter those reads. 

First go to the directory by the following command: 

For all the software/tools we presented, we did not introduce all the parameters. And we 

can find the description for each parameter by two approaches: 

1) For most of the software, you can just type in the help command in order to get all 

the details for all the parameters. For example, “cut --help”, “awk -h” or without 

any input “soap” or “bwa”; 

2) You can find the manual distributed with the software. This is also the case for 

data format. You can find the data format description in the manual. 



cd /home/variation_calling/ 01.DataFiltering 

Then in the directory of “01.bin”, there are software which can be used to filter the data. We can 

use the software to filter the low quality data and the duplicated reads by the following commands: 

01.bin/Filter_quality -y -z -w 10 -B 40 -l 140 -a 0 -b 0 -c 0 -d 

0 ../00.RawData/SRR191857_1.fastq.gz ../00.RawData/SRR191857_2.fastq.gz Step1.filtering.stat 

SRR191857_1.clean.fq.gz SRR191857_2.clean.fq.gz 

01.bin/Filter_duplication SRR191857_1.clean.fq.gz SRR191857_2.clean.fq.gz 

SRR191857_1.dup.clean.fq.gz SRR191857_2.dup.clean.fq.gz Step2.dup.filtering.stat 

After executing these commands, clean data (SRR191857_1.dup.clean.fq.gz and 

SRR191857_2.dup.clean.fq.gz) are obtained and will be further used. And all these commands 

are included in the shell script “filter_data.sh”, so just type “sh filter_data.sh” will also generate 

the same results. 

 

Mapping 

After getting the filtered data, we need to map the reads to the reference genome. There are 

different software to map short reads to the reference genome. Here we will use two of them, 

soap and bwa.  

Mapping by soap 

First to use soap to do the mapping, we need build index for the reference in advance. Use the 

following command we can build index for the reference genome, after we go to the directory 

“/home/variation_calling/02.Mapping/02.SOAP”: 

cd /home/variation_calling/02.Mapping/02.SOAP 



./2bwt-builder ../../00.RawData/Ostreococcus_tauri.fa 

 

Then we can do the mapping by soap using the following command: 

./soap2.20 -a ../../01.DataFiltering/SRR191857_1.dup.clean.fq.gz -

b ../../01.DataFiltering/SRR191857_2.dup.clean.fq.gz -

D ../../00.RawData/Ostreococcus_tauri.fa.index -m 200 -x 1500 -o paired_mapped.soap -2 

single_mapped.soap -u unmapped_reads.fa 

 

After executing these commands (also included in Step1.Mapping.sh in this directory), the 

mapping results were included in “paired_mapped.soap” and “single_mapped.soap” in the format 

of soap. Then we can split the mapping result according to chromosomes and sort the mapping 

result according to the mapping positions. And to make those mapping results ready for variation 



detection, further processing including split according to chromosomes and sort according to 

mapping positions should be done. The process can be finished using the script 

“Step2.Processing.sh”, which will generate the file “Chr1.sort” with the chromosomes split and 

sorted. 

 

 

Mapping by bwa 

In order to use bwa for mapping, we should also build index for both the reads and reference 

using specific bwa functions. 

First go the directory,  

cd /home/variation_calling/02.Mapping/01.bwa 

Then to build index for the reference genome: 

./bwa index ../../00.RawData/Ostreococcus_tauri.fa 

 

Then to build the index for the raw reads fastq data: 

./bwa aln -n 

3 ../../00.RawData/Ostreococcus_tauri.fa ../../01.DataFiltering/SRR191857_1.dup.clean.fq.gz >1.

dup.clean.fqi 



./bwa aln -n 

3 ../../00.RawData/Ostreococcus_tauri.fa ../../01.DataFiltering/SRR191857_2.dup.clean.fq.gz >2.

dup.clean.fqi 

 

After getting the index files, we can do the mapping: 

./bwa sampe -a 1500 ../../00.RawData/Ostreococcus_tauri.fa 1.dup.clean.fqi 

2.dup.clean.fqi ../../01.DataFiltering/SRR191857_1.dup.clean.fq.gz ../../01.DataFiltering/SRR191

857_2.dup.clean.fq.gz >mapping.sam 

 

Thus we get the final mapping result “sample1.sam” in the sam format (these commands are in 

“Step1.Mapping.sh”). As what we did for the soap mapping result, we also need to process this 

result in order for further use. “samtools” is always used to treat sam files. We first change the 

sam format file into bam format file which is much smaller in file size and sort it. Then, we can 

build index for the sorted bam file (these commands are also included in “Step02.treat_sam.sh”). 

./samtools view -S mapping.sam -b|./samtools sort - mapping.sort 

./samtools index mapping.sort.bam 



 

Summarize the mapping result 

After getting the mapping result, it would be important to summarize the mapping results 

(especially about sequencing depth, sequencing coverage and mapping rate), in order to make 

sure the sequencing as well as mapping analysis is good. For the soap format mapping result, we 

can use the “soapcoverage” function to summarize the mapping result (we need first to go to the 

directory of “/home/variation_calling/03.SummarizeMapping”; and this command is also in the 

script of “SummarizingSOAP.sh”): 

./soap.coverage -cvg    -refsingle      ../00.RawData/Ostreococcus_tauri.fa     -

i      ../02.Mapping/02.SOAP/paired_mapped.soap     ../02.Mapping/02.SOAP/single_mapped.soa

p -depthsingle    1.depth 

 

Then we can know that the coverage is about 88% by soap and the sequencing depth for each loci 

is in the “1.depth” fasta like file. 

For the bwa mapping result in the sam or bam format, we have many tools including “samtools” 

to summarize the mapping result. Use “samtools”, we can easily summarize the mapping result 

by (also in “SummarizingBAM.sh”): 

./samtools flagstat ../02.Mapping/01.bwa/mapping.sort.bam 

 



 

Variation detection 

Now we can use different software to detect different variations using those mapping results. 

Here we just show examples of how to use soapsnp and samtools to detect SNPs.  

To use soapsnp detect SNPs, we can use the following command (in “SoapSnp.sh”): 

./soapsnp -i ../02.Mapping/02.SOAP/Chr01.sort -d ../00.RawData/Chr01.fa -o Chr01.cns -L 100 

./FilterSNP.pl -CnsFile Chr01.cns -MinQual 25 -MaxRept 1.8 -MinDist 5 -MinDept 10 -

MaxDept 30 -MinPval 0.05 >Chr1.snp 

 

 

We can also detect variations using samtools by the following commands (“samtools_pileup.sh”): 

./samtools pileup -c -2 -v -

f ../00.RawData/Ostreococcus_tauri.fa ../02.Mapping/01.bwa/mapping.sort.bam >bwa.variations 

 

 


